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High & Happy August Happy Munkey Family! 

This past July the Happy Munkey crew has been enjoy-
ing the hot New York summer to the fullest! From 
outside eateries and block parties, to backyard bbq’s 
and Citibike rides along the river, New York is slowly 
but surely beginning to feel normal again ***Knocks 
on wood****. This month the crew put some awesome 
energy in motion that we can’t share just yet, so be on 
the lookout for all the glorious details in the September 
issue! 

Now onto the good stuff! In this issue we get right to 
it with the August “Strain Of The Month” grown by The 
Cannaboys, we get much needed accounting advice 
from the industry titan MyCannabisAccount, next up 
we shine a light on the tragic yet uncomfortably famil-
iar story of Sean Worsley, Ramon & Vlad chop it up with 
Atlanta legend Big Gipp, we get the inside scoop on 
the new World Cannabis Museum in Amsterdam from 
the one and only Bobby Black, and SO MUCH MORE! 
The Munkey Biz issues keep getting better and better 
so definitely spark one up and enjoy! 

Sending much love and energy out, see you next 
month and until then stay strong, stay safe, wash your 
hands, wear a mask, and absolutely choose Happy!

 - DH
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Check out the latest episodes of the Happy Munkey Podcast 
every Monday at 4:20 PM EST! This month on the boulevard 
Ramon and Vlad touch base with superwoman Stormy Simon,  

NJ icon Leo Bridgewater, Atlanta legend Bigg Gipp, and 
many more! So spark a joint and enjoy, you never know who 

you will see on the next Happy Munkey Podcast!

THE HAPPY MUNKEY PODCAST THE HAPPY MUNKEY PODCASTTHE HAPPY MUNKEY PODCAST 
WWW.HAPPYMUNKEY.COM

https://www.happymunkey.com/
https://www.happymunkey.com/
https://www.happymunkey.com/
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MONTHLY ACCOUNTING 
& TAX ADVICE
by MCA ACCOUNTING SOLUTIONS  MYCANNABISACCOUNTANT.COM

While any business has the possibility of either wild 
success or complete failure, those in the canna-
bis industry have likely seen both extremes. That’s 
because this relatively new industry is overrun with 
contradictory regulations, evolving attitudes, and 
localized political will. Imagine if small franchise res-
taurants or pharmacies had to worry about changing 
tax deductions and regulations that may negatively 
impact their business like the cannabis industry.

My Cannabis Accountant gives clients ways to 
diversify, limit risk, and increase profits. One recom-
mendation is to form a second or third business entity 
that can help underwrite and support your cannabis 
business. Multiple business entities can help offset 
expenses and account for tax deductions that cannot 
be taken by cannabis-related businesses. Real estate 
serves as a prime example of a secondary business 
entity, offering many benefits you wouldn’t be able to 
take advantage of otherwise. 

1. Offset Expenses

It doesn’t matter if you are running a cultivation facil-
ity with greenhouses and agricultural lands or a chain 
of dispensaries with storefronts on every corner. You 
likely have opportunities for purchasing real estate. 

By having a commercial rental agreement with a com-
pany you own, you are able to have all the upgrades 
and capital improvements to the building or property, 
both inside and outside, paid for by the real estate 
firm. These expenses are tax-deductible. All the costs 
for fixtures, furniture, display cases, and more can 
all be negotiated in your rental or lease agreement. 
Doing this will save expenses for your cannabis com-
pany and also give you an option to rent or lease this 
space to another cannabis business if you expand and 
decide to move locations in the future. 

2. Enjoy Tax Deductions Otherwise Unavailable 

The reality is that cannabis businesses are scrutinized 
more closely than other businesses due to the feder-
ally illegal status of cannabis. Even though the industry 
is completely legal in many parts of the United States, 
businesses in the cannabis industry should be pre-
pared for the potential of an audit. By having another 
business entity, it is possible to spread out tax bur-
den and activity, which may make an audit less likely. 

3.  Make Your Businesses Easy to Sell

The cannabis industry may have some risks, but it 
is also extremely attractive for its growth potential. 
Entrepreneurs with interests in hemp, marijuana, or 
both can easily find investors and partners with ideas 
for improved production, distribution, marketing, and 
innovation. These investors may want to purchase 
your businesses once they reach a certain profitability 
threshold. Also, some investors are afraid to invest in 
cannabis, so having a non-cannabis entity will allow 
you to do business with these investors. 

4.What Are the Steps for Creating Multiple 
Entities?

If you are interested in moving forward with creat-
ing another company, you will need to work with a 
professional to make sure that everything is done 
legally and within the regulations outlined by the IRS. 
Working together, you will need to perform the fol-
lowing steps: 

A) Form a business structure like an LLC. You may 
choose to incorporate, based on the situation. 
Other options to consider are creating DBAs, or 
“Doing Business As,” under one LLC or creating a 
holding company. One of these may be preferable 
if you are interested in marketing opportunities.  

B) Obtain business licenses and EINs for each busi-
ness, as you will be filing tax forms separately.  

C) Consider the possibility of creating several busi-
nesses if you are looking at working with real estate. 
For example, if you are running a dispensary with 
many locations that you own, it may make sense to 
form a separate real estate company for each prop-
erty. That way, you would limit liability exposure.  

D) Make legal agreements with your cannabis busi-
ness and shift your expenses as appropriate. 

The point is to make multiple entities entirely 
legal and transparent so that there will be no con-

cerns if the IRS requests an audit.

 A Cannabis-Specializing Accountant Can Help!

If you are not fully aware of tax rules and all federal, 
state, and local financial regulations, please connect 
with My Cannabis Accountant today!

This July the strain of the month is without question MAC 
1 grown by our friends and illustrious Motown Farmers, The 
Cannaboys! For those of who don’t know, the genetics of MAC 
1 (also known as, Miracle Alien Cookies or Mother of All 
Cookies) were masterfully and meticulously crafted by the 
one and only Capulator in 2016 by crossing the cultivar Alien 
Cookies F2 #7, bred by JAWS and a Miracle #15 male (which 
was composed of Starfighter, bred by Alien Genetics, and a 
Colombian phenotype sourced during the Capulator’s travels 
in South America). While I had the pleasure to first try the 
coveted cultivar MAC 1 in 2019, it was not until my trip to 
Michigan last month where I was able to try MAC 1 freshly 
harvested from the original Capulator mother cut. I put the 
fresh frosty colas of MAC 1 in a glass jar and burped the 
flowers for 10 days to finish the cure and boy did that make 
all the difference!

On the 11th day my nose told me the cure was done and this 
beauty was ready to smoke! I went to grab a nug and snapped 
it open to get to the source of the pungent stink, and just 
opening the jar my room was immediately filled with a sweet 
and sour pine scent that quickly reminded me of some kind 
of sour cherry yogurt with a clear backend petrol aroma. The 

nugs themselves were covered in a kiefy snow white blizzard 
unlike any other flower I’ve seen. When broken down with my 
trusty Happy Munkey grinder the MAC 1 became a gorgeous 
snow covered salad of bright pinks, purples, and greens!

Most days I am a proud dabber, and really only smoke flower 
socially with the homies, however this MAC 1 was something 
special! After grinding the MAC 1 I rolled about 2.5 grams 
in joint paper and sparked it just to myself. On the first drag 
the sweet and almost woodsy taste was remarkably good! As 
I puffed, the room quickly started smelling like an earthy 
mix of jasmine and sandalwood. The next thing I noticed was 
an uplifting, yet calming energy from my face stretching all 
the way down to my knees and moving throughout my body! 
Each pull I became more and more relaxed, but surprisingly 
I wasn’t sleepy, if anything I felt more calm and present 
with my high. Ready to chill I turned on Netflix to “The Last 
Dance” and floated on a cloud as I finished my joint. 

For all my exotic smokers, or people looking for a new school 
strain to productively and calmly carry you through your day, 
I highly recommend getting your hands on some MAC 1! 
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CANNABINOID
OF THE MONTH

Menthol
 

Aroma
Minty

Sweet

Potential Medical Value
Anti-irritant

Antinociceptive

Natural analgesic

Also found in...
Spearmint

Peppermint 

Cornmint 

  

Bisabolol

Aroma
Flowery

Sweet

Potential Medical Value
Anti-inflammatory

Anti-nociceptive

Anti-microbial

Also found in...
Candeia Tree

Chamomile
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ordered him extradited back to Pickens 
County, where on April 28th, the father 
of 2, disabled veteran, with a wife 
undergoing major surgery, Sean Worsley 
was sentenced to 60 months in prison. 
He is still being held in Pickens County 
jail, to keep Covid isolated. Don’t worry, 
Alabama still also expects him to pay 
back all the fees the court levied against 
him.

What on earth is going on here? Senator 
Cam Ward of Alabama chimed in, telling 
the Alabama Political Reporter: “This is 
an anomaly. This is not the norm.” Ward 
went on to tell APR that out of 23,000 
inmates serving time in Alabama, only 
about 60-70 are there for anything pot 
related. He continued: “They (the 60-70) 
got arrested for a whole truckload, semi-
truck loads even, for trafficking,” Ward 
said, not the small amount that Worsley 
will lose five years of freedom over.

How does a request to turn down your  
music at a gas station, turn into a Class 
C felony? Through laws that are desig-
ned to allow for just those scenarios. 
Alcohol, then drug prohibition, allowed 
the court to create laws that allow police 
near indefinite power to circumvent the 
once mighty 4th amendment, in order 
to search you for possible substances 
that are illegal. American legal loopho-
les (often intentionally left that way by 
the courts) give police officers plenty of 
resources to get into your trunk without 
you even consenting. There is a famous 
saying among cops: “if you can’t find a 
reason to stop them, you’re not trying 
hard enough”. 

When faced with an inquisitive cop, most 
people consent to a search, even if they 
know they’re carrying something illegal. 
The cop will have his way regardless, 
they figure. Unfortunately, they’re usua-
lly right. Declining to allow the search 
might help your lawyer get you off later, 
but it won’t save you the aggravation of 
the arrest. Cops are legally permitted to 
lie to you, and even if you insist on refu-
sing the search, there are always little 
tricks they can employ. The most famous 
of which:

“Do I smell weed?”

I suggest to all my readers, whether you 
toke for medical reasons, or because 
you damn well feel like it, I recommend 
you roll one up before you continue rea-
ding. Go ahead, I’ll wait. Although we 
all agree that the war on marijuana 
is clown run circus, sometimes things 
happen that are truly infuriating and 
leave no room for humor. Those of us 
living in NYC, might remember the recent 
case, where the cowboys in the Staten 
Island-NYPD planted marijuana in a 
car they stopped. Although the occu-
pants knew it was planted, it wasn’t 
until the bodycam footage was leaked 
about a year later, that it came to light. 
Nevertheless the damage of having 
a baggie of marijuana in their car had 
already been done. While it seems logi-
cal that police should be putting less 
time and effort into weed, and instead 
of putting the energy into serious crimes, 
you’ll see how marijuana possession can 
still be used against a person. How an 
entire system, from an ignorant cop, to a 
gung-ho court system, nobody will turn 
around and ask: “Does the punishment 
fit the crime”?

In 2016, 33 year old disabled Iraqi war 
veteran, Sean Worsley, and his wife 
Eboni, were traveling from their home 
in Arizona to North Carolina, via a stop 

in Mississippi. At a gas station in the 
enlightened town of Gordo, Pickens 
County, Alabama, the couple was asked 
by a deputy to please turn down the 
music in their car, which he claimed 
was loud enough to violate local ordi-
nances. The officer then requested to 
search the vehicle, and figuring they’d 
done nothing wrong, they permitted it. 
Right away Officer Carl Abramo noticed 
the fragrance of the death of the 4th 
amendment... weed. Mr. Worsley exp-
lained that he is a disabled veteran, with 
a valid medical card issued in Arizona. 
His wife, who has medical problems of 
her own, carried her legally prescribed 
pain medication in a travel case, (which 
is unheard of, since most people I know 
schlep all their individual pill bottles with 
them, everywhere they go /s); They 
also found a six pack and a bottle of 
vodka. Pickens County being a partially 

dry county, the law had to come down 
hard. And it did. Officer Abramo, infor-
med the couple that would be placed 
under arrest. They were cuffed and sat 
in jail for a week

Finally bonding out, they paid to get 
their car out of impound, and returned 
to Arizona. With the charges against 
them pending in Alabama making 
things difficult in Arizona, the couple 
was then forced to lease a home in 
Nevada. Flash forward a year, and not 
only are the charges still pending, but 
now the judge in the case has decided 
to revoke all bonds he managed, for-
cing the couple to borrow money, and 
book it back to Alabama lest they are 
charged with failing to appear. Arriving 
in Alabama, the two were separated. 
Eboni tried to explain to the prosecu-
tors that Sean requires assistance to 
make sure he comprehends whatever 
they ask him to sign. Suffering a brain 
injury in Iraq, coupled with PTSD, Eboni 
pleaded with them to find someone 
who could make sure her husband 
makes an informed decision. Instead, 
prosecutors told the wounded warrior 
that if he didn’t sign, his wife would 
be charged with the same crimes as 
him, and they would both be incarce-
rated. Sean Signed, pleading to 60 

months probation, drug treatment, and 
a myriad of fines.

Breaking their lease in Nevada, the 
couple was forced to return to Arizona, 
the state they lived in when he was 
arrested, to serve his probation, and 
living month to month. Interestingly, 
when Sean sought drug treatment (as 
per his plea) with the VA, they denied 
him. Medical marijuana isn’t an addic-
tion according to the VA.

Due to the felony charges against her, 
Eboni lost her information sensitive job 
with children. By New Years 2019, they 
were reduced to sleeping in their car 
and couch surfing; until Sean lost his 
VA Homeless benefits, when Alabama 
issued a warrant against him for failing 
to appear for a February court date in 
Alabama. Eboni’s own health deterio-
rated and was forced to undergo heart 
surgery. Taking out loans to cover it, 
they ended up losing their car, and ano-
ther home they managed to find.

In the summer of 2019, Sean was sto-
pped in Arizona, for a traffic infraction. 
Although he was receiving his VA bene-
fits again, he wasn’t able to afford the 
$250 to renew his medical marijuana 
card. Once again this disabled veteran 
found himself shackled in the back of 
a police car. This time in the state that 

issued him the card in the first place.

Ever so thirsty for justice, Alabama 

Isn’t even all that’s needed to get a 
cop digging around into your glove 
compartment. Many people believe 
that the smell of weed isn’t enough 
to justify probable cause for a search. 
Well get your air freshener out, 
because this is false. The odor of 
weed is a legally probable cause. Ever 
hear of a “free air sniff”?

Let’s look at the case of Florida vs. 
Harris. A K9 officer and his buddy Aldo, 
stopped a visibly nervous Harris, who 
refused to allow the officer to search 
the trunk. Aldo was deployed, and 
woofed at the trunk. Upon opening it, 
the officer discovered ingredients for 
a meth lab, and Harris was arrested 
accordingly.

Weeks later, Mr. Harris is once again 
stopped by the same K9 officer, who 
let Aldo loose to perform a “free air 
sniff”. Aldo alerts the officer to some-
thing by the drivers door. Aside from 
an open beer can, nothing illegal was 
found.

The case argued that dogs were not 
reliable enough to determine proba-
ble cause. In fact, the defense argued, 
regardless of the intense training Aldo 
went through, and continues to go 
through, 80% of dog sniffs turn up 
nothing. It is even claimed that hand-
lers can coerce the dog into detecting 
something, by motioning to it. The 
court ruled against Harris, insisting 
that dogs are adequately trained and 
can be considered reliable to establish 
probable cause for a search. So there, 
you don’t even need to say no, for it 
be a yes! Although the courts did rule 
that police may not extend a traffic 
stop to perform a sniff, (Rodriguez vs. 
USA), the time required to perform a 
traffic stop was never established, and 
the court affirmed that a dog may be 
called to sniff, even if probable cause 
wasn’t yet proven.

The bottom line is, all these circumven-
tions revolve around drugs, particularly 
weed. Establishing that disabled 
veterans with medical cards and per-
sonal stashes, can still be railroaded 
through the legal circus is frightening. 
What happens now when medical 

Justice For Justice For 

Sean Sean 
WorsleWorsleyy  

by by Danny HulkowerDanny Hulkower
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card holders are stopped, and the cop “smells weed”? If the driver shows his 
medical card, and no evidence that he is using while driving is visible, does a 
cop still have a right to search a vehicle? If a cop decided to do a “free air sniff” 
and the dog detects a patient’s weed, will a cop still be permitted to rip the 
car apart?  Eboni Worsley was carrying her legally prescribed narcotics, and 
although she didn’t have the bottles on hand, despite varying drug laws among 
the states she is visiting, the law understands she has legal possession of them. 
If a person is pulled over, and tells the officer that they’re carrying legally pres-
cribed pain killers,  it doesn’t become probable cause for the officer to assume 
they have other drugs. So why the cognitive dissonance for marijuana? A pres-
cription bottle, a medical card, why is there a difference? When will this issue 
be sorted once and for all, so a legal definition of a patient can be established, 
so weed patients can be left alone?

These laws persist, because without them, the police would have less to do. 
if the law changes to say that the odor of marijuana no longer is allowed to 
be used as probable cause, what can officers claim was their reason to make 
entry? Does Oxycontin smell?

I understand that we’ve come a long way since marijuana arrests were akin 
to being caught with heroin. Incarceration sentences became tickets, and like 
Amsterdam, it seemed like marijuana was being “tolerated”. However, coffees-
hops in The Netherlands are still raided, and shuttered, and cases like The 
Worsleys still pop up in American news. The reason? Tolerance, decriminalization and low priority are code words for: “use-
ful when we feel like it”. I don’t have to, but I can. Even as NYC started relaxing the laws on pot, blacks and latinos were 
still overwhelmingly targeted and arrested, while everyone else got off with a ticket or a warning. If weed were declared 
LEGAL, full stop, cops wouldn’t be able to just randomly stop people and justify it by claiming: “Oh I smelled something”; 
and demanding a frisk.

Officer Abramo found vodka and a 6 pack in the Worsleys car. You best believe he added that to the charges! Pickens is a 
semi-dry county and, although according to the Alabama Appleseed Law Center, the county only enforces this rule against 
people selling alcohol, somehow the Worsleys became the exception. And of course the Class C felony is Eboni’s prescription 
medicine. All thanks to loud music, but mostly the smell of weed.  

Since the murder of George Floyd, the questions of how to fix the Americans crumbling police forces, has gone into extreme 
directions, including full on defunding, and possible creation of a national police force. It’s not about the police, it’s about the 
confusing laws, that only they know how to use to get their way, but the opposite for us. It’s about the fact that weed is 
medicine in one state, narcotics in another, and yet still illegal federally. Law was benched, when policing became more about 
taxing (fines and costs) and spending (on bigger and better weapons against drugs), than actual protecting and serving. 

The confusion in the laws keeps that cycle in motion.

I hope that soon Sean Worsley will be released from 
Alabama, and allowed to return to his wife’s side. 
I hope that they’re compensated for their time and 
energy, and not just told: “oopsie” and sent away to 
pick up the pieces on their own. I hope that this will be 
the last time in American history that patients will be 
treated like criminals. 

-Danny Hulkower

#JUSTICEFORSEAN
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ARIES

Strain:  SOUR PATCH KISS

Horoscope: Try to find ways to set boundaries for yourself while still being 
able to help & offer your services to others. The simple word, “No” is powerful 
enough to stand alone and it will allow you to have time to take care of your 
own responsibilities.

TAURUS

Strain: SUPER GREEN CRACK

Horoscope:  You are being urged into making that BOLD move (Literally 
moving, for some). Do not fear change, nor who / what you may lose in the 
process. Believe & just give it your all.

 GEMINI

Strain: NEBULA 2

Horoscope: You struggle so much with internal battles. This is all because you 
do not use the one gift that us humans all have, INTUITION. Stop doubting it 
so much & Just trust it. Imagine the places you could be if you would just trust 
in yourself.

LIBRA

Strain: RUNTZ

Horoscope: Oh, my lovely loners, this is a time to allow others in with their 
love & support. You may not understand how those “things” may help, but 
once you do, you will note a positive difference in your life.

 Cannascopes Cannascopes              August 2020August 2020 
√

       CANCER

   Strain: MEGALODON

   Horoscope:  Let go of addictions. Be it substances, people, food, sex, overwork-
ing, worrying, etc. The second you do, your life will change drastically for the 
better. So, for any vice or bad habit you are urged to turn to, substitute them each 
with a positive activity.

  LEO

   Strain: SOUR SUNSET

   Horoscope:  Happy Birthday, my Courageous & Loyal felines. Whatever has 
been heavy on your brain has taken a toll. It’s your duty to not obsess over things 
you have been putting up a good fight with no positive change. It’s your season 
so, for once, put yourself 1st.

   VIRGO

   Strain: KATSU BUBBA KUSH

   Horoscope: Constant & long-lasting frustration will cause your blessings to be 
blocked & balance to be thrown off. Find ways to release those unhealthy feelings 
as soon as they infiltrate your mind. Inner peace leaves room for organization.

  SCORPIO

   Strain:  APOLLO 11

   Horoscope:  Having to give up, or more like give in, seems unsatisfying for you, 
but surrendering to a path that you are destined to go on, rather than the one 
you desired, will be far much more rewarding.
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    SAGGITTARIUS

   Strain: NARNIA

   Horoscope: Mother nature is calling for you to use its resources to rejuvenate 
& replenish that awesome energy you exude daily. Hike, camp, walk barefoot 
on grass, swim in natural salt water (aka the Beach), sit on a bench & bird watch 
or simply take in the sun rays, build a snowman, inhale that crisp cold air in the 
morning.

  CAPRICORN

   Strain: ZELLY’S GIFT

   Horoscope:  This is the season to muster up the courage to let go of toxic rela-
tionships & situations that leave you feeling empty at heart. You may have felt 
as if you were left out in the cold by people that you have been there for, make 
peace by thanking it / them, wish it / them well & let go.

   Aquarius

   Strain: GOLDEN TICKET

   Horoscope: Things that came to a shattering end will leave you feeling wor-
ried & lost with what will come next or how to even pick up the pieces. When 
you start believing that it happened for a greater good, getting past it will be a 
breeze.

   PISCES

   Strain: SUGAR PUNCH

   Horoscope:  Holding on to desired outcomes that weren’t attained adds bag-
gage to your life.In order to get what you need (& could end up possibly loving 
more), you must take a confident lead, in releasing the results you 1st desired / 
expected.

Cannabis prohibition started at the federal level in the United 
States in 1937 with the passage of the Marihuana Tax Act. The 
federal legislation banned cannabis in all forms throughout the 
United States.

While the Marihuana Tax Act of 1937 was later ruled to be 
unconstitutional, cannabis prohibition remained in place via 
the Controlled Substances Act which took effect in 1971 and has 
remained the law of the land ever since.

Despite federal cannabis prohibition, a number of states have 
reformed their cannabis laws, often in direct defiance of federal 
law. The first state-level cannabis reform victory occurred in Oregon 
in 1973 when state lawmakers passed a possession decriminali-
zation measure which made possession of less than an ounce of 
cannabis flower a civil infraction (ticket) rather than a crime.

One of the most significant cannabis reform victories in United 
States history occurred in 1996 when California voters approved 
the nation’s first medical cannabis legalization measure. The vic-
tory in California created a domino effect with dozens of other 
states following California’s lead and moving to legalize medical 
cannabis in subsequent elections and legislative sessions.

Washington State and Colorado later made history by becoming 
the first states to legalize cannabis for adult use in 2012. Several 
other states have since also legalized cannabis for adult use. 
Despite the numerous state cannabis reform victories, federal 
prohibition has remained in place, which is obviously ridiculous.

Gallup polling has asked United States voters every year since 
1969 if they support cannabis legalization. In the poll’s first 
year, only 12% of voters stated that cannabis should be legalized 
in the U.S. Support has surged ever since, with the most recent 
poll (2019) finding that 66% of U.S. voters now support cannabis 
legalization.

With significant support for legalization across the country, many 
states now on the right side of history when it comes to cannabis 
policy, and a booming legal cannabis industry many are asking 

the obvious question - when will cannabis be legal nationwide in 
the U.S. and will it happen soon?

I once posed this question to United States Congressman Earl 
Blumenauer (D-OR). Blumenauer is a long-time champion of can-
nabis reform in the U.S. and was part of the state legislature that 
passed decriminalization in Oregon in 1973. He has introduced 
numerous cannabis reform measures in Congress over the years 
and is as well-qualified to answer the legalization question as any-
one in the country.

What Congressman Blumenauer told me was that he doesn’t see 
the United States legalizing cannabis at the federal level, but 
rather, that Congress will vote to remove cannabis prohibition at 
the federal level and let states decide the matter for themselves. 
He feels that is an approach that is easier to get support for among 
federal lawmakers that come from states that seem to not want to 
legalize cannabis for adult use, such as in Idaho and other con-
servative states.

It is unclear how interstate commerce would occur in that type 
of scenario, however, different states have different alcohol laws 
and the system works, so it’s not an entirely foreign concept. With 
the legal cannabis industry growing in size at an exponential rate 
heads are starting to turn in Congress, especially when consid-
ering the economic toll that the ongoing pandemic is having in 
every state, including states that prohibit cannabis.

It’s anyone’s guess as to whether or not 2021 will be the year that 
federal cannabis reform is achieved, and even if it does happen, 
what that reform will specifically look like. With that being said, 
it’s more likely than ever that 2021 could be the year that reform 
efforts get pushed over the top in Congress. 

If you want to help move things along, make sure to contact your 
federal lawmakers early and often and explain to them that pro-
hibition is a failed public policy, it is a clear form of institutional 
racism as the math clearly demonstrates, and that it is time for a 
more sensible approach!

Will Cannabis 
Prohibition 

End In 2021?
By Johnny Green
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the culture and they’re good people. B-Real been had 
money this ain’t shit, this is just another chapter in his life. 
Something he’s always done, I know cause I’ve always been 
around. So for him to turn that to a full fledged business 
and really to represent for the latin community, that shit is 
beautiful. He’s one of the ones really out there really doing 
something with that license and a lot of Blacks can’t even 
get that license. So to see him doing that for the community 
and taking care of the brothers the way he’s taking care of 
them, man that’s how you do it. That’s how Berner is doing 
it in the Bay, that’s just how you do it. That’s basically why 
I wanted to get into it, just because I’ve seen B-Real being 
able to take care of his people in a rightful way and it’s legal 
compared to what we used to do in the hood, now he’s giv-
ing you a real job with a W-9, that’s real.  

Q: Tell us about Gipp Goodie

A: The whole thing with the cannabis brand is this. We 
were about to launch right when this shit hit (Covid-19), so 
I was just like let’s hold it right quick, it’s all good the can-
nabis business will never go nowhere. Just like California 
and Vegas, the rules are changing every five minutes and 
the packaging changes and all that changes. so I was like 
when are we going to figure out what’s going on, so with all 
that going on I was like “you know what one thing we don’t 
have in the south is?” a CBD brand. So I switched my whole 
game and now we got a store opening up next month.  
We have the first Gipp Goodie store out of 5 in Columbus, 

Georgia and the other 4 in Atlanta. i’m just going to take 
this CBD line and just run it. For me personally it’s cool, i’m 
going to be at the forefront of the South getting in the can-
nabis game and I really believe that Atlanta is going to be 
an explosive market and it’s going to be as big as LA.

Q: What do you see in the future of Cannabis for 
people of color?

A: I got into it with my little niece, she’s been paying atten-
tion to me, so she was like “yo unc’ im go to and enroll in 
this cannabis university and learn how to trim and learn 
how to grow, and she went and got her education and 
graduated. She moved to Oklahoma and now she works for 
a dispensary out there. So I’m watching this and thinking 
this could really turn to a real career for a young person if 
you’re paying attention to what’s going on. To do it on the 
legal side instead of the hood, the hood is gonna always be 
there, the black market is gonna always be there but jail is 
too. and you got to do it right, you don’t have to be greedy. 

The ones that lasted in the streets were 
the ones that weren’t greedy, the ones 
that knew how to take care of people.

Make sure to check out @GippGoodie 
& @GippGoodies on Instagram to keep 
up with Big Gipp and everything he is 
cooking up!

Happy Munkey Happy Munkey 
Talk: Talk: 

BIG Gipp ofBIG Gipp of

 Goodie MObB Goodie MObB    

FOunder of Gipp GoodiesFOunder of Gipp Goodies
This week, Ramon And Vlad go straight to the boulevard with 
Big Gipp of the Goodie Mob and founder of Gipp Goodies, 
to give us his high history and how cannabis influenced his 
music. Also he tells us how he went from bringing a new 
style to the Atlanta music scene, to making a CBD company 
based out of his home state. He even drops a few hints of 
a new Goodie mob album alongside the Dungeon Family. 
We met Big Gipp outside the expo hall at MJBiz in Vegas 
2018. We were basically the only people of color there at 
the moment so we instantly bonded, and from then on we 
knew we had each other’s support! 

Q: Who has the best weed in the music industry?

A: Now when it comes to the cannabis in the game, when 
I met Cypress Hill, DJ Muggs. their weed was always on 
a level above everything I ever smoked. B-Real has been 
ahead, he’s been Dr. Greenthumb since what, since his sec-
ond or third album. So when we used to go to LA I used to 
be like yo this the first fucking weed that I smoked that hurt 
when you smoked it. It hurt! cause remember then they 
were cooking with the formaldehyde and all that, so that 
shit was heavy, real heavy. B-Real and them and E40 man. 
E40 and his crew, in Seattle and the Bay they had the best 
weed, they were the first ones I seen, they used to hustle in 
the club with just a Newport box , the joints were so good 
they were selling $20 and $30 joints in the club back then, 
that was the 90s. we couldn’t even get that weed. 

Q: Who got you interested in the cannabis industry?

A: I’m going to tell you who even got me interested or even 
think on getting into the business. it was Corrupt. The first 
time I was in LA, Corrupt was like “Yo Gipp come to the stu-
dio,” when I get to the studio he was like man I want you to 
be on this mixtape, it’s called Moon Rocks. I was like “what 
the fuck is that?” He went to the net and showed me the 
first commercial they ever did with the moon rock just spin-
ning and then they’re pouring the hash on it and putting 
the oil on it. I thought damn that’s some crazy ass shit. he 
said yeah it’s called moon Rocks, we created that shit me 
and Dr. zodiac. Imagine me doing this mixtape, 8 months 
later $8 million, that’s how much they grossed. it took off 
within 3 or 4 months, by the 6 month it was $8 million in 
cash. That shit was so good they were able to split off into 
3 different companies Corrupt was doing his thing, the real 
Moon Rocks over there, and Dr. Zodiac still out here going 
strong. I looked at it like I understand it now. 

Q: Who do you think is doing it right in the canna-
bis industry?

A: You look around right now and the kings to me are B-Real 
and Berner ain’t nobody messing with them. They repping
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BBQ BrisketBBQ Brisket

Oven PizzaOven Pizza

Recipe By Chef JoshRecipe By Chef Josh

1.5 lbs first cut beef brisket

1 sweet onion, chopped

1 small bunch fresh thyme leaves

2 tsp garlic 

1 tsp paprika

1 tsp chopped dried oregano

1 tsp salt

1 tsp  ground black pepper

2 tsp tomato paste

1 oz molasses

1 IPA Beer  

1 tsp infused olive oil*

INSTRUCTIONS FOR BRISKET

Place beef in a large rectangular dish or bowl.

Mix all the spices together.

Rub the brisket with the spice mixture on all sides.

Cover and refrigerate for 12-24 hours.

Preheat oven or grill to 500 F.

Heat a large skillet over medium-high heat. Once hot, remove 
brisket from bowl and add to the pan. Sear on all sides, about 
3-4 minutes per side, until browned.

Transfer to a large rectangular baking pan.

Gently mix beer, tomato paste and molasses together and pour 
into the pan with the brisket. 

Cover and roast for about 90 mins. The meat should have an 
internal temperature of at least 180˚F, as indicated by a meat 
thermometer. Remove from oven and let stand until cool 
enough to shred. Shred carefully and let sit in its juices from 
the baking pan until the pizza is ready.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR BRISKET

3 cups all-purpose flour

2 tsp active dry yeast

2 tsp salt

1 cup room temp water

2 oz Infused olive oil*

1 cup cheese (shredded, sliced or 
diced - chefs choice)

1 cup pizza sauce

2 oz grated parmesan cheese

Add yeast to water and let the yeast bloom for 3 mins.

Sift salt into flour.

Start mixing flour and water together. Once dough starts com-
ing together, add the oil*.

Mix dough for about 5 mins. Dough should be elastic and not 
too wet. Shape into a ball.

Lightly oil a large bowl and place the dough ball in the bowl. 

Cover tightly with plastic. Place in a warm dark spot for 20min 
to 1hr or until dough has doubled in size.

Lightly flour a clean surface and turn the dough out onto the 
surface.  Stretch out your dough to fit your baking tray. 

Pre bake the dough with a touch of sauce spread on it for 5 
mins.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR PIZZA

INSTRUCTION FOR QUICK PIZZA DOUGH

Take the partially baked pizza shell and top it with the pizza 
sauce and cheese, then generously spread the shredded brisket 
around the pizza. Drizzle some of the juices around the pizza as 
well. Sprinkle with the parmesan cheese and bake in the 500 
F oven or on the grill with the top closed for 15 min or until 
cheese starts to brown.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR BRISKET PIZZA
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If you know, you know... like many 
things in New York, its medical mari-
juana (cannabis) program is not 
widely known, nor utilized based on 
it’s population size and registered 
patient count. It’s had some overdue 
updates over the past year or so - but 
we all know it can still expand. The 
question is, what does it look like, to 
actually have an expansive medical 
cannabis program in 2020?

New York’s “Empire State” 
Medical Cannabis Program 

in 2020

Let’s start with this perspective - New 
York passed the “Compassionate 
Care Act” in 2014 and anticipated 
roll out of it’s first Five Registered 
Organizations (ROs) and each of their 
four dispensing facilities to be open 
by 2016 - resulting in a total of twenty 
dispensary locations across the state. 
Of course in 2016 there were only a 
handful of locations open for busi-
ness and it was notoriously difficult 
to get a medical card due to the res-
trictive list of qualifying conditions 
and lack of recommending physi-
cians. Additionally, the program had 
no “flower” with a limited selection 
of cannabis products - only based 
on CBD:THC ratios. Nowadays we 
actually have thirty-eight dispensaries 

open (among the now ten RO’s), 
with expanded qualifying condi-
tions (Chronic Pain, PTSD, etc.), less 
“mysticism” amongst recommending 
physicians to divvy out medical cards 
and the allowance for more product 
forms - including “ground flower” 
(basically popcorn nugs/shake). 

As of June 30th, 2020 the program 
boasts a whopping 117,478 patients 
after its four years of being “in busi-
ness” - though the last state issued 
study in 2018 noted there were 
about 61,198 “Active Patients” out of 
the 98,101 total certified patients in 
the state at the time. This translates 
to 62% of the NYS patients in 2018 
were actually “shopping” out of the 
total amount of patients that were 
licensed to “shop”. Anywho - we may 
think, aye that’s not bad New York, we 
gotta start somewhere - and progress 
is progress.

Oklahoma’s “Sooner State” 
Medical Cannabis Program 

in 2020

Let’s talk Oklahoma (yeah Joe Exotic 
Oklahoma - who by the way, was a 
huge cannabis advocate), and their 
Medical Program to really show how 
the grass is greener. You’d think 
Oklahoma would be scared shitless 

about cannabis use - actually they 
are considered the least strict medi-
cal program in the country - and at 
times less restrictive than most adult-
use programs. There are no license 
caps on the number of dispensa-
ries or cannabis businesses that can 
operate in the state, no product res-
trictions, and no set list of qualifying 
conditions (basically leaving it up to 
the doctors medical discretion like 
California - though even California 
still has qualifying conditions). Of 
course these things are subject to 
change - but what does this all actua-
lly mean?

In July of 2018, Oklahoma passed 
their medical program, and opened 
its first dispensaries in November 
2018 (yes in four months). As of July 
1st, 2020, Oklahoma has 9,545 active 
business licenses - 5,970 grower 
licenses, 1,407 processor licenses, 
2,113 dispensary licenses, 24 trans-
portation licenses, 10 waste disposal 
licenses, and 21 laboratories. To add, 
it only costs $2,500 dollars to apply 
for one of these license types. 
Whereas in New York the cost was 
$200,000 and a non-refundable cost 
(if you don’t win the opportunity to 
spend $200k on a license) of $10,000. 
These are just the application costs 
- MarketWatch in 2016 estimated a 
Medical Marijuana Business in New 
York requires around 30 million to 
effectively set up shop and satisfy 
your responsibilities as a Registered 
Organization based on the state 
guidelines.

Patience, Patience….let’s get to 
the patients. As you guessed it - 
Oklahoma has more active Medical 
Marijuana patients than New York, 
and this was accomplished within 

The “Sooner” The Better: The “Sooner” The Better: 

What New York’s Medical What New York’s Medical 
Marijuana Program Marijuana Program 

could Becould Be

is recommendations/medical cards 
in Oklahoma are good for two years 
- whereas New York is good for a year 
(or less depending on the physician 
you see).

To stimulate our imagination - let’s 
say NYS had 8% of its total popula-
tion with a medical card - (it was also 
suspected that 8.5% of New Yorkers 
are cannabis users according to a 
National Survey on Drug Use and 
Health study in 2015). 8% would 
equate to 1,556,285 New Yorkers - 
and with the same application fee as 
Oklahoma ($100 dollars) per patient, 
generates roughly $155,628,500 in 
tax revenue from patient applications 
alone (disregarding discounts for 
veterans, seniors, medicaid, etc). 

There are many reasons (good and 
bad) why NYS has not expanded 
it’s medical program which is better 
explained for another time, but an 
important consideration is Oklahoma 
is seemingly doubling down on its 
“Medical Only” program for the time 
being - whereas New York is focused 
on legalizing an adult use cannabis 
program. Still the current restrictions 
upon the medical program could 
easily find a middle ground that is 
up with the times, considering many 
adult use programs in the country 
have already had an efficiently run-
ning medical program/infrastructure 
set in place beforehand that allowed 
for a smooth transition (debatable of 
course) into adult use. 

Again with the arbitrary numbers, if 
the NYS program added 500 medical 
licenses to our current ten, we would 
still have about 1,500 less dispensing 
licenses issued than in Oklahoma. 
Though considering that RO’s have 
four locations a piece, this would 
result in around the same dispensary 
count as Oklahoma (well technically 
still less) - but for a population size 
of nineteen million, not four million 
(Oklahoma) and for the larger geo-
graphical area that is New York. The 
added business competition would 
also theoretically decrease the cost 
of the currently expensive product 
currently sold in NY - offsetting the 

the first two years of operating over 
New York’s program’s four year 
existence. As of July 1st 2020, the 
state had 313,638 active patients. 
According to the 2019 Decennial 
Census Estimate, the population of 
Oklahoma was 3,956,971 (basica-
lly 4 million) - which sums up to be 
around 8% of all Oklahomans having 
a medical card. New York on the 
other hand - has a total population of 
around 19,453,561, meaning .006% 
of New Yorker’s have a medical card. 

Tax Revenue

Well it’s all about the money, right? 
Within the fiscal year of 2019, New 
York generated $3,867,287 in tax 
revenue through its medical pro-
gram - whereas in 2019, Oklahoma 
generated $54,751,171 (excise 
and sales taxes). For more perspec-
tive - Oklahoma made $35,631,720 
between August 2018 and August 
2019 from just patient application 
fees and business licensing appli-
cations with $7,871,477 coming 
directly from tax revenue (not to 
mention ancillary benefits of new 
businesses and jobs). Oklahoma 
for 2020 has already generated 
$57,023,293 in tax revenue (state 
fees and sales tax) from January 
through June (following record 
trends across other states). Now for 
patients it’s definitely favorable to 
not have to pay an added state appli-
cation fee for your medical marijuana 
card and currently NYS is waiving its 
application fees. One big difference 

cost a patient pays for an applica-
tion fee. For a thought, we could 
also slip in a substantial amount of 
equity licenses as part of a robust 
medical expansion for a trial run for 
our future adult use program.

Conclusion

To be fair, the times have changed 
politically, from 2014 when NYS 
passed their medical laws and 
2018 when Oklahoma passed their 
own.  We still have some time to 
see what truly ends up happening 
in Oklahoma with its “free market” 
model - many anticipate businesses 
shutting down and massive health 
complications due to the lack of 
regulation. Of course many on the 
ground have not seen either within 
the past two years (I do anticipate 
businesses closing/not renewing 
licenses - but likely in a post-federal 
legalization environment, at least to 
the scale everyone speculates). The 
positives for real estate to have rein-
vestment for businesses, new jobs 
and increased tax revenue are only 
ancillary towards New York’s medi-
cal program actually accomplishing 
its mission. Which is medically satis-
fying it’s population’s demand for 
providing a medical alternative, in 
accurately providing accessibility 
suited for its population size and 
geographical area. Since 2020 has 
been quite the year already - I say 
the “Sooner” the better.

-Ryan Lepore

About The Author

Ryan Lepore is a former legislative 
staffer for the N Assembly, currently 
serving as NYC NORML’s Deputy 
Director, Board Member for Empire 
State NORML, Business Operations 
Manager for PrestoDoctor, and 
assists with Budsfeed’s Community 
Management
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Look out For The Look out For The 
Cookout: Cookout: 

Happy Munkey Hits The Triple Bs Happy Munkey Hits The Triple Bs 

BBQ BBQ 

By David HernandezBy David Hernandez

Munkey Munkey 
Munchies: Munchies: 

Levain BakeryLevain Bakery
By David HernandezBy David Hernandez

This month for Munkey Munchiez goes out to all 
my sweet tooth’s, carb lovers, and most impor-
tantly the cookie fanatics out there! For the 
month of July I decided to shine a spotlight on 
an Upper West Side NYC staple, Levain Bakery. 
Going to high school on the Upper West Side I 
have countless memories of heading to Levain 
for a quick cookie fix! And as I have gotten older, 
my fondness has only gotten stronger! On a 
regular week you can catch me there at least 
once stopping in to meet a friend, grabbing a 
cookie to cheer a homie up, or just score a well 
deserved pastry to satisfy the insane munchiez 
I get from the solventless hash rosin I’ve been 
smoking on! 

On a scorching July day, I loaded up my Puffco 
and got a solid sesh in, then hit the road to 
Levain on a Citi Bike. Cruising through the UWS 
I make it to 77th street and Amsterdam location, 
which has become my favorite since they ope-
ned about 18-months ago. The original Levain 
Bakery is a few blocks south on 72nd street and 
is easily half the size of their newer location. 
This really makes a huge difference when you 
are trying to avoid lines, and even worse trying 
to avoid them selling out! Over the years I have 
tried all of Levain’s cookies, as well as most of 
their baked goods, and one thing I never get 
used to is Levain selling out! 

When you walk into Levain the first thing you 
notice is the smell of freshly baked bread and 
cookies cooling on stainless steel bakery racks 
behind the counter.  Then your eyes soon pick 
up on the simple blue and white color scheme 
that dawns all their merch, individual cookie 
bags, and store decals. As you walk up to the 
counter to get served you see the glass case 

with all available pastries ready to be selected! 
Fighting off my mouth watering I order the newest 
addition to their menu, the “Two Chip Cookie”. This 
can best be described as a traditional chocolate 
chip cookie’s more delectable and gooier sibling! 
Unlike their famous chocolate walnut cookie, the 
“Two chip” contains no nuts making it an easy fan 
favorite for all! 

I highly recommend adventuring beyond just gra-
bbing a cookie. Believe it or not, while Levain gets 
most of its fame for its cookies,  my #1 favorite on 
their menu is actually their “Baguette with Butter 
and Jam”. It’s a classic combo that levels up once 
generously smeared on a warm in house baked 
baguette. Simple yes, but don’t sleep on this light 
and airy, yet crisp and filling creation! All in all I hope 
this spotlight on Levain Bakery helped y’all build 
up an appetite and an idea for your next Munchiez 
excursion! Until next time Happy Munkey Fam! 

 

Guess who got invited to the cookout?!? 

This last month the Happy Munkey crew guest 
hosted the first ever Triple B’s (Booze, Budz, & 
Barbeque) Virtual Cookout series in partnership 
with our friends over at Herb, Backwoods, Cult 
of Individuality, Sol De Janeiro, Dallas BBQ, 
Fuego Farms, and Oceanhill Brandy! On three 
separate days, this July we hosted a virtual 
cookout that brought together celebrities, real-
ity TV stars, cannabis icons, and notable chefs 
for summer BBQ vibez from the comfort of 
their own homes! On all three days we had the 
Happy Munkey crew come through and turn it 
up like everyone’s favorite fun cousins at the 
cookout! 

Our CEO Vlad masterfully MC’d the vibes 
for the second barbeque. We had the lovely 
Black Rose putting on the whole cookout to 
the amazing and ever-so smooth Rose Petal 
Blunts! The legendary Jose Rozay made an 
appearance to make sure everyone was smok-
ing on the gas and rolling up at least 3 grams 
in every backwood! Mr. Puffington pulled up 
and flexed nothing but cannons and extendo 

dutches! Puffington even found himself in 
smack dab in the middle of a virtual dab-off 
with Marc Wasserman of The Pot Brothers At 
Law! 

What made this outing so special was that even 
though we are in the midst of a global pan-
demic we were able to seamlessly create the 
same kind of fun and elevating vibes we culti-
vated in person, all virtually!  Thank you to Fran, 
Slusa TV, and Ron from Cult of Individuality for 
believing in the Happy Munkey Movement and 
creating such a dope platform for people to 
vibe during these surreal times. Be on the look-
out, this definitely was not Happy Munkey’s last 
virtual kickback! 
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By Salam Diri & Estefania Valencia from SannaOhana Yoga & WellnesBy Salam Diri & Estefania Valencia from SannaOhana Yoga & Wellnesss

The History Of The Word Marijuana 

The cannabis plant has had many different nicknames throughout its history in America; Weed, Hashish, 
Ganja, Pot, Bud, Reefer, Herb, Grass, Flower, Mary Jane, Marijuana, the list goes on. For the past one hundred 
years however, the most common word for Cannabis in America has been Marijuana. As America’s perception 
begins to shift and the plant is destigmatized and valued as the medicinal and sustainable versatile crop that 
it truly is, we should take a look back at how Cannabis came to be called Marijuana. For starters, marijuana is 
a spanish word that originated in Mexico and was brought to America in the 1900s by legal Mexican refugees 
fleeting the Civil War. That is why “marijuana” is the only word in the entire English dictionary with a silent “J”.

Before the 1900s the word Cannabis was used in America as the scientific / medical term. Industrial hemp crop 
was also a common term for Cannabis used for textiles, rope and paper. Both were crucial to the foundation of  
this country. The idea of  smoking cannabis flowers was introduced to mainstream America by Mexican Culture. 
Shortly after however, the government began to use Marijuana’s foreign origin to introduce xenophobic sen-
timents to target Immigrants and Black people. The plant became intertwined with racist, ethnic propaganda 
that led to the introduction of  the Marijuana Tax Act in 1937. This created a system expensive enough to not 
only prevent research and pharmaceutical use of  the Cannabis plant, but also to incarcerate massive amounts 
of  Blacks, Latinos and Immigrants caught having the plant. At around the same time, the famous  propaganda 
film known as “Reefer Madness” came out,  although originally titled “Tell Your Children”. In the film, high-
school students go from a hit and run accident, to manslaughter, suicide, attempted rape, hallucinations, and 
descent into madness from marijuana addiction.  The melodramatic film created enough fear in the American 

people with the help of  the extremely vocal Harry Anslinger. Leading to 
the stop of  legal cannabis altogether. Ansglinger was one of  the primary 
individuals responsible for creating the widely popular stigma surrounding 
cannabis. Hired as the first director of  the Federal Bureau of  Narcotics in 
1930, Anslinger launched a campaign against Cannabis; spreading racial-
ized messages to frustrated white audiences, like specifically using the word 
Marijuana and blaming immigrants for the economic collapse of  the country. 

In one documented case, Anslinger testified before Congress, stating:

“Most marijuana smokers are colored people, jazz musicians, and enter-
tainers. Their satanic music is driven by marijuana, and marijuana smoking 
by white women makes them want to seek sexual relations with Negroes, 
entertainers, and others. It is a drug that causes insanity, criminality, and 
death — the most violence-causing drug in the history of  mankind.”

In another statement, Anslinger also said: 

“Reefer makes darkies think they’re as good as white men…the primary reason to outlaw marijuana is its effect 
on the degenerate races.”

Today the War on Drugs and Cannabis Prohibition continues to tear through our communi-
ties. In 2018, there were 663,367 US marijuana arrests, more than all violent crimes combined. The 
majority of  those arrests were for low-level possession – and dispropor tionately affected minorities.

The entire criminal justice system—from stop and frisks to disproportionate arrest rates, mandatory mini-
mums, the bail system and the inequity in the legal cannabis space—creates the conditions that destroys and 
oppresses our diverse communities. This leads to the obvious harms of  mass incarceration and the psycho-
logical effects, such as PTSD, of  growing up in an area 
where police frequently employ stop-and-frisk tactics.

Today “marijuana” is the most common name for cannabis 
in the United States, its history is deeply rooted in race, 
politics, and a cultural and some may argue, spiritual and 
health revolution. As we begin to uncover our American 
Cannabis history, the power in the terminology and words 
that we use and spotlight must be filled with intention! 

What word do you choose to use?
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Kicks 4 The  Kicks 4 The  
KULTUREKULTURE                                  

BY  RAFAEL  HERNANDEZBY  RAFAEL  HERNANDEZ

This month celebrates the one year anniver-
sary of a legendary New York sneaker collab. 
In August 2019 Nike collaborated with Lower 
East Side’s own Scarr’s Pizza for one of the 
most coveted pairs of Air Force 1s in history. 
With Scarr’s Pizza emblazoned in orange and 
navy blue on its sides and the New York State 
seal on the heel,  this has to be the most New 
York sneaker to hit the market. And with both 
partners so deeply connected to the culture 
it’s no wonder this collaboration happened. 

For those of you who don’t know, here is a 
quick history lesson on the “Nike Air Force 1” 
Nike debuted the Nike Air Force 1 high top 
silhouette in 1982 which revolutionized bas-
ketball sneakers. The AF1’s thick sole provided 
more comfort than the traditional sneaker and 
the built-in air technology helped relieve the 
stresses of playing on hardwood floors. By 
1983 Nike launched a campaign alongside 6 

players across the NBA, with each receiving 
their own color-way corresponding to their 
team colors, setting a demand for team spe-
cific pairs from the fans. After 2 years Nike was 
ready to discontinue the silhouette in favor 
of the new flavor of the moment, which was 
a common practice. But once word spread 
of this, 3 stores in Baltimore, now called “the 
Three Amigos,” pleaded with Nike to continue 
selling the shoe and Nike actually listened. So 
much so, Nike started making colorways spe-
cifically for their stores, they called this “the 
color of the month club,” where every month 
there was a new take on the silhouette. This 
sent Baltimore in a frenzy, there were lines 
out the door as soon as the sneakers hit the 
shelves. 

With Baltimore being the middleman between 
the north and the south, they had customers 

customers from New York, Philadelphia, Boston, 
Miami, Atlanta, and even further. Most of those 
making the trip to get an elusive pair of AF1s 
usually went to go back home and stunt. The 
AF1 quickly became a street symbol of wealth 
and the more exclusive your AF1s the bet-
ter. By the 1990s the Air Force 1, also referred 
to as “Uptowns”, “Harlem’s”, “444s”, “G-Nikes”, 
“Baltimores”, “G-Fazos”, “Forces”, and even 
“Greedy Weedys”, was completely entrenched 
in hip hop culture. Today  Nike has continued 
to cultivate the culture by collaborating with the 
likes of Jay Z, Eminem, Virgil Abloh, and Travis 
Scott, just to name a few. 

While on the other side of the collaboration we 
have Scarr Pimentel, a native of Harlem, who 
honed his pizza crafting skills in New York’s 
legendary pizzerias like Artichoke, Joe’s and 
Lombardi’s. Pimentel opened “Scarr’s Pizza”, to 
fill the void of the missing classic New York slice, 
and his pizzeria did just that! Fusing hip-hop 
culture and that uptown Harlem spirit Scarr’s 
Pizza takes you back to old New York. Even on 
the entrance, it looks like you walked into old 
school New York straight out of a Spike Lee 
movie. Scarr’s Pizza has been holding down the 
New York City tradition of inexpensive prices 
for quality slices since 2016, and Pimentel has 
been adding his uptown flair from its inception. 

Pimentel has been rocking uptowns since he 
was young and has remained true to the classic 
silhouette. So when it came time to work on a 
collaboration with Nike, Pimentel and his friend 
DJ Clark, put in the work designing this time and 
vibe encapsulating pair of kicks. Now it was no 
easy feat, it took about 2 years to get it from the 
concept to dropping those rare 48 family and 
friends pairs. Those years of effort definitely 
show as they perfectly blend New York’s most 
iconic sneaker, the AF1, with the iconic New York 
staple, Scarr’s Pizza. There is no doubt this pair of 
kicks is a true New York romance.
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The March To The March To 
End The War End The War 

On DrugsOn Drugs
The Happy Munkey team is 100% New York born & bred! 
But NY pride aside, we deeply understand the fight to 
end the prohibition of  cannabis in New York will  not 
be possible without our tri-state brothers and sisters! 
While New York continues to pass the buck on adult-use 
cannabis, New Jersey is building up the pressure with 
legalization on the ballot this November! That’s why 
when we heard about the amazing “March Against The 
War On Drugs” Josh Alb and the Why Not THC team were 
putting together we did everything we could to help. We 
were proud to find out amazing organizations like Sanna 
Ohana Yoga & Wellness, the Cannabis Cultural Association,  
SMART, Minorities for Medical Marijuana (M4MM), Coalition 
for Medical Marijuana New Jersey, and Heady NJ were also 
supporting the cause!

Being conscious that we are in the midst of  a global pan-
demic the team headed out to Newark, New Jersey with 
protest signs and our facemasks! The march started at 4:20 
PM on the steps of  City Hall in Newark and passionately 
proceeded down the street chanting to Peter Francisco 
Park. Once we arrived at Francisco Park, Nadir Pearson 
and Josh Alb facilitated a peaceful protest where speeches 
were given that touched on the importance of community 
effort and action! 
Championing the 
idea that cannabis 
should be legal and 
decriminalized! “The 
War On Drugs” was 
created to bank roll 
prisons, the federal 
government, big 
pharma and indus-
tries that oppress 

and disrupt minority communities and people in poverty. All 
that must come to an end. And it will. 

In addition to advocating for the end of the war on drugs 
it was definitely a treat to see our friends after months of  
quarantine. For the first time since the pandemic started 
the Happy Munkey crew got to reunite with our New Jersey 
Cannafam! Shoutouts to Salam & Steph, Leo Bridgewater, 
Nadir Pearson, Andrew Behringer, Chris Lora, Jessica 
“Cannabogada” Gonzalez, Esq. and everyone else who 
came out and advocated 
for a more just and brighter 
future.

-David Hernandez
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   New York Unphased   

 Shots by Brittainy Newman of The New York Times
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The Dopest People in CannabisThe Dopest People in Cannabis
 BY  Tahir Johnson BY  Tahir Johnson

The purpose of this series is to inspire more people of color to pursue opportunities in the cannabis by 
highlighting the stories of those that look like us and have achieved success so that we follow their blue-
prints as well as support the businesses and endeavors of BIPOC as we look to increase diversity, equity, 
and inclusion. These ten ladies and gentlemen were some of my biggest inspirations and supporters when 
I was starting out and continue to make moves to help progress the industry today.

Hope Wiseman - Reading about Hope Wiseman in Ebony magazine back in 2018 
was what inspired me to get into the cannabis industry. Hope is the youngest 
African-American woman in the United States to own a cannabis dispensary, with 
her company Mary & Main. On 4/20 this year she also launched an educational plat-
form The 420 Experience. An alumna of Spelman College, she started her career in 
Investment Banking, and recognized the opportunity for generational wealth that 
the industry would present, and pursued the opportunity to transition into cannabis.

Leo Bridgewater - Leo is a veteran and cannabis advocate who was instrumental in 
getting PTSD listed as one of the approved qualifying conditions for medical cannabis 
in the state. He was recently honored and with his own cannabis strain by a Harmony 
Dispensary in New Jersey. I also met Leo Bridgewater at my first cannabis event. Once 
he found out that we shared the same hometown of Trenton where so many of our 
people of color have been victims of the war on drugs he’s looked out for me like a 
big brother.

Mary Pryor - Mary Pryor is the co-founder of Cannaclusive. The organization was cre-
ated in order to facilitate fair representation of minority cannabis consumers. She is 
the brains behind projects like The Accountability List, InclusiveBase, and a catalog of 
stock photos featuring BIPOCs. I met Mary at the first cannabis event I ever attended 
that I traveled back home to Trenton, New Jersey for and she has been an inspiration 
ever since.

Khadijah Tribble - Khadijah Tribble is the VP of Corporate Social Responsibility at 
Curaleaf, the largest vertically integrated cannabis company in the United States. An 
alumna of the Harvard Kennedy School with a Masters in Public Health she is one of 
the industry’s leading experts on policy and social equity. Before joining Curaleaf 
Khadija founded Marijuana Matters, and the Marijuana Policy Trust. I met Khadijah 
before I had made the transition to cannabis from finance. She had just finished her 
MPH and was getting Marijuan Matters going. When I told her I was ready to quit my 
job to be her intern she advised me against it but has continued to be a mentor.

Dr Chanda Macias - Dr Chanda Macias the CEO of multiple successful cannabis 
enterprises including Women Grow and National Holistic Healing Center. She has a 
PhD in Cell Biology, and extensive experience researching cancer and infectious dis-
eases. Dr Chanda recently made history partnering with Southern University to launch 
its own line of cannabis products via Ilera Holistic Healthcare, making it the first HBCU 
to do so. A Howard University alum and former professor she took me under her wing 
and has helped to share valuable advice and wisdom to help advance my career ever 
since I met her at a Women Grow event in DC years ago.

Kaliko Castille - Kaliko Castille started his career in cannabis as an intern at NORML in 
2011 and held various positions there before going on to open a dispensary, Brightside 
in Portland Oregon, shortly after the plant became legal in the state. After joining the 
National Cannabis Industry Association as a Business Development Officer he went on to 
become the the Head of Growth, then Director of Marketing. Meeting him at the Minority 
Cannabis Industry Association’s Lobby Day had to be the greatest strokes of fate in my 
career. As I prepared for my first lobbying experience not knowing what our goal was I 
asked him, “If one of my boys is the Chief of Staff for a Congressman should I hit him up?” 
That day I let him know that I was interested in an open position I saw there at NCIA, not 
knowing he was the hiring manager, and the rest is history. Kaliko is leaving this week to 
start his own marketing and consulting firm. 

Kevin Ford Jr - Kevin Ford Jr is the founder and CEO of Uplift, a company that he 
founded to increase diversity and inclusion in the cannabis industry. In June, he put 
on the Uplift Cannabis Diversity Symposium which brought together over 70 can-
nabis experts of color to share their experiences and educate on opportunities to 
transition into the cannabis industry. Back in 2018 Kevin won two contracts from the 
state of Maryland to provide business development and cannabis license application 
training which I enrolled in as I set out to apply for licenses myself at that time. Once 
I decided that I wanted to be in this industry I started out attending local cannabis 
regularly and he would often be the only other black man in the room which solidi-
fied our bond and he’s been one of my best friends in the industry ever since. 

Shanita Penny - Shanita Penny is a cannabis activist, thought leader, and entre-
preneur. The founder and CEO of Budding Solutions, a cannabis consulting and 
management firm and past president of the Minority Cannabis Business Association 
she is one of the most knowledgeable people in the industry. A certified Project 
Management Professional and Lean Six Sigma Green Belt she spent years as a man-
agement consultant helping Fortune 500 companies improve business performance 
prior to transitioning to cannabis. Her expertise has led her to testify before Congress 
on behalf of cannabis businesses. As I was trying to figure out the cannabis indus-
try Shanita was one of the most valuable people, teaching me about lobbying, the 
process of applying for a cannabis license, and the value of advocacy. Shanita is an 
alumna of North Carolina A&T, and if not for meeting her through a connection in our 
HBCU network I would not have known who, what, where, and when I needed to know 
and be to make it into this industry.

Caroline Phillips - Caroline is the visionary behind the National Cannabis Festival, 
an event that attracts almost 25,000 cannabis enthusiasts to the District of Columbia 
for a day of dope music, cyphers, a policy summit, and a pitch competition. The fes-
tival has featured performers like Ludacris, Talib Kweli, Cypress Hill, Backyard Band, 
and Action Bronson. Method Man & Redman were scheduled as headliners of the 
2020 festival before it was cancelled by coronavirus. I was the runner up in the 2019 
Cannatank Pitch Competition which helped to build my confidence that I could have 
a place in the cannabis industry. I told my mom that I planned to quit my career in 
finance and pursue cannabis full time at one of the events leading up to the festival 
that year which was also the first time that I met Caroline. She is also a Howard alum!

David Hernandez - David Hernandez is the COO of The Happy Munkey, New York 
City’s leading cannabis lifestyle brand and destination. A virtuoso of cannabis cul-
ture he specializes in branding, marketing and operations. He previously served as 
the director of the Maryland chapter of Cannagether where he helped to grow the 
organization’s presence in the DMV market. One of the first friends I made in the 
cannabis industry he got me a ticket for my first cannabis conference. I visited Happy 
Munkey for the first time in 2019 and celebrated my new role at NCIA there after 
attending my first event on the job in NYC and I’m happy to be a part of the family 
writing for Munkey Biz!
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in the Western world. From the early 
days of prohibition and reefer madness, 
to its modern-day mainstream influence 
and everything in between. From the 
legendary growers and breeders who 
propagated all of the popular strains we 
smoke today, to the brave smugglers 
who helped distribute them across the 
globe. From the earliest activists who first 
fought for legalization, to the smoking 
celebrities who have come to embrace 
it. From the birth of the counterculture in 
the 1960’s and the excesses of the 70s, 
to the Drug War hysteria of the 80s, 
the advent of medical marijuana in the 
90s, and the march toward mainstream 
acceptance in the new millennium... all 
of these eras will be explored in our 
museum. 

 And  wh i le  I  thought  the 
Weedmaps museum in LA was very fun, 
informative, and well-designed, I found 
it sadly lacking in actual historical objects 
(which, by its very definition, a museum 
is supposed to contain)—opting instead 
for “Instagrammable experiences” pre-
dominantly consisting of splashy decor 
and manufactured recreations of arti-
facts. At World of Cannabis, on the other 
hand, every single item presented in our 
museum will be one hundred percent 
original and genuine—no recreations or 
reproductions. Sure, it’ll still be inviting 
and entertaining, but with a far grea-
ter emphasis on authenticity. Our aim 
is to peel away any layers of myth and 
misinformation still surrounding cannabis 
culture and tell its definitive history, as 
illustrated by the actual items and first-
hand accounts of the people who were 
involved. 

 The driving concept behind World 
of Cannabis is about far more than just 
a physical museum, though—it’s an 
all-encompassing educational endeavor 
that will eventually span all media. As 
we embark upon this unprecedented 
journey, we’ll be documenting the entire 
process as we go—through video series, 
a podcast, and through a syndicated 
column by yours truly that highlights 
various objects in the collection, explai-
ning their origins and significance within 
the greater context of cannabis history. 
Since anthropology is defined as the 
study of human history and culture, 
I’ve coined a new term to describe this 

When I first began my career in cannabis 
at High Times in 1994, there was no such 
thing as “medical marijuana” or a “legal 
state,” and no cannabis “industry”—
only a black market and an underground 
marijuana movement. Back then, if you 
smoked pot you were a criminal, and if 
you grew, sold, or even advocated for 
it, you were an activist and an outlaw. 
The only place in the Western world 
to buy and smoke weed “legally” was 
in Amsterdam. During my two deca-
des at the magazine, I got to travel to 
Amsterdam nearly every November for 
the Cannabis Cup, where I was fortu-
nate enough to meet, learn about, and 
even hang out with many of the great 
pot pioneers and counterculture heroes. 
I didn’t realize at the time I was living 
through cannabis history in the making. 
So it’s ironically fitting that now, four 
years after leaving High Times, I find 
myself back in Amsterdam, in November, 
photographing & cataloguing classic 
issues of my old mag and memorabilia 
of those pioneers for a new cannabis 
museum that I’m helping to build. Talk 
about coming full circle. 

 It all started this past July, when 
I began seeing these interesting little 
Facebook posts by ganjapreneur Jair 
Velleman, showing off various reefer-re-
lated antiques he’d been acquiring, and 
claiming that he planned to use this 
growing collection to start a cannabis 
museum. 

“I’ve been a collector all my life,” he 
admits, “and after selling my company I 
had a little bit of time and money on my 
hands, so I started finding and purcha-
sing a lot of beautiful cannabis artifacts. 
Then I started looking at the different 
cannabis museums out there and thin-
king, I can do this better.”

 

Marijuana museums had been sud-
denly popping onto my radar in a 
big way: I’d just visited Sensi Seeds’ 
Hash, Marihuana and Hemp Museum 
in Barcelona a few months earlier, 
and there was a building buzz around 
the upcoming opening of Weedmaps’ 
Museum of Weed in Los Angeles. At 
that time, I happened to be looking for 
a new professional project to tackle and 
was intrigued by the prospect of Jair’s 
idea. I realized that if he planned to 
display his artifacts in a museum, he’d 
need someone to write about them—
explaining their significance to visitors 
and putting them into historical context. 

I sent him a message, and he expres-
sed interest in possibly hiring me as a 
freelance writer or consultant when the 
time came. I thanked him and went on 
about my week—that is, until a few 
days later, when he called back with an 
exciting and unexpected offer. 

“I’ve been thinking about it, and actually 
I need help with more than just writing 
about the items,” he confessed. “I can’t 
build a museum all by myself—I need 
someone to help me with the whole 
project. And when I thought about it, I 
realized that you’re actually the perfect 
person for that job.”

 A few weeks later, I was on a 
plane to Amsterdam for a five-day job 
interview, at the end of which I’d found 
a kindred spirit in Jair and been officia-
lly named the new executive director of 
the World of Cannabis museum project. 
In the two months that followed, I set to 
work researching museums, test driving 
software and ordering equipment. Then 
at the end of October, I returned here 
to Amsterdam to begin the first phase 
of our epic endeavor: the lovingly labo-
rious process of cataloguing the nearly 
500 rare and obscure posters, books, 
collectibles, and antiques in Jair’s vault 
(a process that I’m still neck deep in as 
I pen this article). Each and every item 
must be dated, classified, coded, tag-
ged, measured, photographed, and 
input into our museum database. 

 

Once the collection has been fully archi-
ved, we can begin phase two of the 
project: sorting through it all to decide 
which items we want to include in the 
final exhibits, how they will be grouped 

and presented, and how they’ll all fit 
into the overall narrative of the museum 
we’re building. Simultaneously, we’ll 
be reaching out to prominent figures 
in cannabis culture to procure inter-
views with them and special artifacts 
from their private stashes to add to our 
collection. 

 As for the location, we’re still 
unsure where the museum may end up 
opening. Jair’s original vision was for 
the museum to be mobile and pop-up 
in select cities across the US and 
Europe, but that could easily change 
if we find a perfect permanent home 
for it. Amsterdam is a logical choice, 
considering it’s been a huge cannabis 
destination for decades and the fact 
that the collection is already here. Then 
again, being the capital of American 
counterculture, San Francisco is also a 
tempting choice. Regardless of where 
the museum ends up, however, its mis-
sion will remain the same: to celebrate 
the history of modern cannabis culture 
by collecting and preserving some of its 
most significant artwork and artifacts 
and displaying them to the public in the 
most engaging and educational way 
possible.

 Now you may be thinking: if 
there are already several cannabis 
museums out there, why start ano-
ther one? Well, because ours will be 
different than the existing museums 
in several ways. We have great admi-
ration for the folks at Sensi Seeds 
and the museums that they’ve built in 
Amsterdam and Barcelona—they’re 
beautifully designed and chock full of 
impressive artifacts. That said, they 
don’t necessarily provide a cohesive 
storyline, and place large emphasis 
on hemp’s industrial uses and on the 
ancient global history of the plant. Our 
vision, on the other hand, is to focus 
on modern cannabis culture, primarily 

pursuit that Jair and I are now enga-
ged in: Cannthropology—the study 
of cannabis history and culture (and 
the name of my upcoming column and 
podcast). 

 In today ’s new legalized 
landscape, when marijuana media is 
shifting its focus from OG’s to CEO’s, 
it’s more important than ever for us to 
memorialize the counterculture icons 
and outlaws whose audacity and 
activism created the thriving cannabis 
community we’ve all grown to love. 
For aspiring “cannthropologists” such 
as Jair and myself, World of Cannabis 
is a true passion project—one that we 
hope will provide a valuable resource 
and lasting legacy of education and 
enjoyment for generations to come. 
By preserving and honoring our his-
tory, we become a part of it. We invite 
you to join us on this fascinating explo-
ration into the origins and evolution of 
our culture. 

If you have an item or story of histori-
cal significance that you think is worthy 
of inclusion in the museum, let us know 
at worldofcannabismuseum@gmail.
com. Look for Bobby’s new column 
Cannthropology coming soon! 

(Content originally published on worl-
dofcannabis.museum and reposted 
with permission.)

Bobby Black is the executive director 
of the World of Cannabis Museum 
project. He’s also a former senior edi-
tor, columnist, and 21-year veteran of 
High Times magazine, host of Blazin’ 
With Bobby Black on Cannabis Radio, 
and cofounder of Higher Way Travel.

History in the History in the 
MakingMaking
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Cannabis Culture Museum Cannabis Culture Museum 

by Bobby Blackby Bobby Black
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 One of my favorite hobbies besides 
smoking, would have to be film photogra-
phy. As a kid I remember cameras being a 
mystery to me, I saw the flash and I heard 
the click of the shutter but never knew 
this black strip of plastic could develop 
into bite sized moments in time. After a 
while we all drifted away from it because 
film isn’t convenient anymore. Well me 
being the old fashioned hipster that I 
am, I feel film is more concrete than a 
photo on Instagram or Snapchat. There 
is something about capturing a moment 
physically that has always fascinated me. 
You can’t rush the process to get the per-
fect results, it takes time to develop. 

 Speaking of developing, that’s exactly what I had in 
mind when I went to the Lower East Side. I go to this film 
shop called Luster Photos on avenue A, they do some decent 
work and the turn around is faster than any of my local shops 
on the Upper West Side. So before I left my house I rolled 
up my obligatory 2 blunts, and I used the leftover bud to roll 
a dog walker, then I was out the door. I hopped on a Citibike 
and raced downtown making record time. So much so I got 
to Luster Photos before they opened. With about 30 min-
utes to kill,  I decided to shoot some film I had left on a roll. 

 Across from the shop is Tompkins square park, one of 
the green oases that can be found in the LES. Police usually 
are around but they focus on the outskirts of the park, the 
rest of the park is usually full of college kids, local families, 
and it’s a notorious meeting spot for skaters. So I sparked 
my blunt and I passed by some ping-pong tables, with one 
of them being occupied by an aggressive duo breaking an early morning sweat over a game 
of pong. Right behind them was this green lawn, which was lined by a waist high gate and 
was the only thing in the park not covered in shade. The way the park was built the lawn 
served as a place to hold a crowd. Tompkins Square Park has had a long history of protests 
and gatherings since the early 1800s. Luckily for me the crowd was nowhere to be seen and 
I had this small grassy knoll to myself. I laid in the center of the grass to catch some rays of 
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sun as I listened to some music and 
enjoyed my blunt. As I round off the 
second half of the new Juice World 
album, I see that Luster Photo’s is 
just pulling up its gates. So I toss 
out my clip and head back to hand 
in my rolls of film. 

Once I drop off my film, I usually 
head to this Spot called “Mochii” 
around the corner on East 7th 
street. My friend put me on to this 
stuff called mochi ice cream, which 
is ice cream wrapped in Japanese 
rice paper. It makes for a chewy and 

springy texture in addition to the refreshing creamy treat. I ordered some mango, lychee, 
and lemon citrus mochi. I saw the cashier going straight to work as she pulled out each one, 
all individually wrapped into cute little powdered domes, and split them straight down the 
middle. When they came out they looked like bright bursts of flavor, it’s as if I could taste 
them with just my eyes alone. The cashier suggested I wait 5 minutes for them to soften 
up since they were straight out of the freezer, of course I had to test that so I ate one right 
away and it was rock hard but full of refreshing flavor. I saw this as an opportunity to smoke 
the dog walker jay so I sat on a stoop near Mochii and I lit her up. The best part about the 
Lower East Side is no one cares about smoking weed, as long as you’re respectful that is. 
Yeah sure I got a couple of dirty looks 
here and there but this is New York, it 
kinda comes with the territory. Besides 
I was to busy stuffing my face with the 
now perfectly creamy mochi ice cream 
between taking drags of the jay. It defi-
nitely wasn’t my most glorious moment 
but it sure as hell was satisfying. Once 
the mochi was devoured, I made my way 
back to a bike to see if I could break my 
record back home, this time with a blunt 
in hand. 

-Rafael Hernandez 
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Art By Noah Gonzalez 

@NoahGonzDraw

We are always looking for new Happy 
Munkey Art! If you’re feeling inspired 
Definitely make sure to reach out to 

Info@Happymunkey.com
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